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YOUR OPPORTUNITY IS WAITING
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INTRODUCTION

When looking across the direct tax lifecycle, five key steps emerge. While each step in the lifecycle faces its own challenges, each also 
presents an opportunity to enhance them. Let’s take a deeper look. 

Click on the step you’d like to learn more 
about in the interactive tool below.
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EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES OF DIRECT TAX TECHNOLOGY

In today’s business environment, the only constant for tax professionals is 
change. No longer seen as back-end administrators, today’s tax professionals 
are expected to be as accurate and efficient as possible, while saving the 
company time, money and resources through a focus on tax strategy. Couple 
these expectations with increasing globalization, intense regulatory scrutiny 
and ever-shrinking deadlines, and the need for more effective and efficient 
direct tax processes is clear. 

The answer to these challenges can only be found in comprehensive direct 
tax technology. From compliance and tax provisions to document 
management and audit readiness, direct tax processes must be looked 
at holistically because they share a common thread—your tax data. Using a 
comprehensive tax technology platform from a single provider enables you 
to synergize, optimize and seamlessly share data across all tax areas, from 
trial balance, to provision, to income tax, to analytics. It also streamlines your 
workflow and dramatically increases audit readiness while saving you time. By 
supporting the full continuum of corporate tax responsibilities, comprehensive 
tax technology gives you an opportunity to elevate the status of your tax 
department through a shift in focus from manual inputs and administrative 
duties to highly strategic and value-added endeavors.

Like building structures, the direct tax process has a repeatable lifecycle. And 
like the world of tax, the “steel-to-structure” journey faces many external 
factors. However, if you’re able to establish a strong foundation, you will yield 
extraordinary results. 

Imagine shaving weeks off of your financial close process through the 
use of tax technology–then seamlessly sharing that data and using it 
to file your corporate tax return an entire month early. Picture robust 
document, process and calendar management capabilities that help you 
keep track of the thousands of internal and external obligations that occur 
throughout the year. Envision creating analytics and performing peer group 
benchmarking that gives your management team greater insights into your 
performance in relation to the global market. Tax departments that use tax 
technology to the fullest don’t stop at automating simple tasks. In today’s 
world, all of this is within your reach.

When looking across the direct tax lifecycle, five key steps emerge. 
While each step in the lifecycle faces its own challenges, each presents an 
opportunity for transformation with technology such as Thomson Reuters 
ONESOURCE™. It’s also important to note that while you may already be 
using technology for some of your direct tax processes, there may be further 
opportunity to enhance them. Let’s take a deeper look at how.
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RETOOL YOUR OUTDATED SYSTEM

A tax department is regularly challenged to connect several departments, often in various countries or regions, with 
countless spreadsheets and documents—and then asked to produce consistent and compliant data. While it may seem 
overwhelming, tax technology gives your tax department a strong foundation by standardizing and streamlining your 
direct tax processes through data management and automated workflow functionality. 

DATA AND PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Because tax technology offers a customizable and collaborative web-based platform that can be accessed  
from anywhere, it allows you to take ownership of your company’s data and manage workflow processes globally.  
Centralized document management and storage allows you to customize security permissions, which can easily establish 
your tax department as a paperless office. And by utilizing standardized indexing and search features, you can easily 
comb through an archive of documentation and respond faster to audit requests.

TASK DETERMINATION AND AUTOMATION
Utilizing tax technology for task determination and automation improves your efficiency and internal  
controls by giving you the ability to look into projects and check their status at every stage. With the ability 
to prioritize tasks, automate manual efforts, and track and report on deliverables, tax technology ensures  
timely project completion.

CALENDAR MANAGEMENT
Have you ever wondered if there was an easier way to keep track of the thousands of internal and external obligations 
that occur throughout the year? By incorporating tax technology, you can track due dates, instantly determine delinquent 
items, update the status of outstanding items and flag obligations that need your immediate review. And with 
customized views and search features, you can quickly obtain deadline information.  

WITH ONESOURCE, 
YOU CAN:

• Manage tax data and
processes globally

• Collaborate across teams

• Assign tasks and monitor
project progress

• Manage calendars and
track due dates

AFLAC

[With ONESOURCE], we’ve done so much more than we could do with Excel 
on its own. Using DataFlow, WorkFlow and FileRoom [we] have a complete 
system. It’s truly a technology, not just a software. You have the technology 
and tools you need to do your jobs.
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ASSEMBLE DATA FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES

Gathering data worldwide and streamlining tax packages has always been a challenge. Most tax departments spend 
80 percent of their time collecting and manually inputting data and 20 percent reviewing it. Using tax technology, you 
can flip those proportions and transform how you gather, use, store and reuse data across your global tax processes—
increasing data management efficiency and enabling you to focus on more value-added activities.

DATA COLLECTION AUTOMATION AND GLOBAL ACCESS
Tax technology helps you standardize and automate your tax workpapers with secured web-based templates. You 
control the line items, the organization, and which in-house staff and external sources are granted access to it. This 
eliminates the need for manual consolidation, making data available for global retrieval, consolidation and reporting 
directly from Excel.

Data collection software also enables you to distribute and monitor requests and reminders around the globe. Team 
members in different countries can enter the required information, transform values into local currency and convert 
it into reporting-ready data in real time. They can also attach notes or documents so that all pertinent information 
lives with the data, thus strengthening the audit trail and adding a level of detail for analysis. And because the data is 
stored in a central repository, it is easily accessible for review.

DATA OPTIMIZATION
Tax professionals know the headaches of gathering data from disparate sources all too well. Tax technology gives you  
the ability to securely gather and collect data regardless of source, allowing you seamlessly share the data with both  
your income tax and tax provision workpapers. It eliminates the need for manual consolidation, making data available  
for global retrieval and reporting directly from Excel. It also helps to identify duplications or incorrect codes, 
preventing time-consuming errors and increasing your compliance.

TRIAL BALANCE AUTOMATION
In today’s tax environment, it’s common for your department to work with trial balance data that comes from multiple 
general ledgers, ERPs or other extracts that may have different account-coding structures. Tax technology delivers 
harmonized and consolidated trial balance data and can keep it up to date even as book numbers continue to change.  
It also enables a common master chart of accounts to standardize trial balance data for the entire tax department, 
while minimizing administration and maintenance redundancies. This gives you more time to focus on strategic tasks.

DATA PRESERVATION
Additionally, source data can be preserved at a point in time and consolidated to meet necessary requirements, 
allowing the data to be utilized at the right level for each task.

WITH ONESOURCE, 
YOU CAN:

• Gather, collect and
integrate data regardless
of the data source

• Manage and store
workpapers securely

• Automate and integrate
trial balance data

• Interact with foreign
controllers without
using Excel
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SOLID AND SWIFT CALCULATIONS 

Both management and regulatory pressure require tax departments to produce accurate, defendable and 
lightning-fast calculations within ever-shrinking windows of time. In today’s environment, this is simply not 
possible without tax technology.

RETURN-TO-PROVISION HARMONIZATION 
Tax technology enables companies to produce a quick and accurate tax provision that is ironclad upon 
audit. Additionally, you can manage, complete and e-file the federal, state and local corporate tax returns 
with finalized provision data, reducing duplication of efforts between processes. By using the same data for 
return and provision, tax departments can cut days and even weeks from the annual financial close and tax 
compliance process while decreasing risk by ensuring data is consistent across tax department processes. 

ACCURATE AND DEFENDABLE PROVISION CALCULATIONS
With tax technology, you also have readily available data to compute accurate tax accruals and produce 
reports and workpapers that support the amounts that were booked—all on a tight deadline. A tax calculation 
engine can assist with your tax provision computation while also ensuring that changes in statutory rate, 
apportionment and currency are all being taken into account. The elements of these complex computations 
can easily be expanded by their dimensions, enabling tax departments to effortlessly drill into data without 
disrupting its core integrity.  

WITH ONESOURCE, 
YOU CAN:

• Produce an accurate and
defendable tax provision

• Complete tax filings with
speed and ease

• Share data between your
income tax return and tax
provision

• Estimate your tax liability
quickly and accurately

Office Depot

We load the trial balance into ONESOURCE Tax Provision, and via enhanced 
integration, can push the trial balance into ONESOURCE Income Tax—thereby 
having a starting point for the tax return. That process alone has cut two 
months off of the compliance team’s tax return procedures.
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ON THE ROAD TO RESULTS

Dealing with estimated payments across states and groups is one of the biggest challenges facing tax 
departments. The typical estimated payment process is time-consuming and stressful due to manual inputs, 
searching for tax law updates and dealing with unforgiving deadlines. Tax technology allows you to automate 
this process, while increasing transparency and enhancing reporting.

AUTOMATE THE ESTIMATED PAYMENT PROCESS
When it comes to estimating payments, you need an automated software solution that pulls from your 
existing data and discerns your needs based on income tax filings. With tax technology, you can accurately 
calculate federal and state income tax payments and access up-to-the-minute tax law along with full reports 
documenting your entire estimated payment process.

INCREASE TRANSPARENCY
Tax technology also provides you with self-reconciling reports that ensure data changes are processed quickly 
and accurately. With the ability to have different datasets, run scenarios and have results in real time, you know 
the exact impacts of the entries you’re making from the actual tax provision, to the effective tax rates, to the 
journal entries—all within a few minutes. 

REPORT WITH ACCURACY AND EASE
Often, tax results must be reported in multiple formats to satisfy the different ways that information is expected 
to be utilized. With tax technology, reports can accommodate the wide range of requests you receive around 
your provision for income taxes. Whether it is an internal or external auditor or management, various capabilities 
to group, combine, expand and contract the information—as well as the option to save these choices for later—
allows you to deliver data to all stakeholders with a click of a button.

WITH ONESOURCE, 
YOU CAN:

• Automate the estimated
payment process

• Gain transparency
with drill-down, report
linking, and user-defined
hierarchies

• Utilize configurable
journal entries for all
jurisdictional levels
and any ERP system

• Access extensive review
and formatting options
for addressing
stakeholders’ queries

 Electronic Arts

When we were using Excel, the [uncertain tax positions] process start 
to finish was at least two days. Now we take about two hours to enter 
our changes of positions, retranslate, and print the reports.
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With tax technology freeing tax departments of the time-consuming manual responsibilities of the past, 
today’s tax professionals are expected to show results and plan strategically. To accomplish this, corporate tax 
departments must incorporate analytics into their daily work. 

Tax technology gives you the ability to analyze your results effectively, benchmark against companies in your 
peer group and allocate your resources appropriately. These transformative activities provide an opportunity 
to elevate the visibility of your tax department by demonstrating your return on investment and providing your 
company with a competitive advantage.

ANALYTICS AND BENCHMARKING
Tax technology offers a comprehensive set of analytic tools designed to help tax professionals gather insight 
from their data and develop a tax strategy for their company. You will spend less time manually manipulating 
data and more time understanding it.  By building visualizations using your provision data and easily facilitating 
multi-period comparisons and trend analyses, insights buried within the results are brought forward and 
are easy to consume. You can also build dashboards for monitoring key performance indicators of your tax 
accounting process, helping you to understand where to allocate your resources. With benchmarking, you can 
compare your company results to those within your peer group—a game-changing advantage. 

This analysis and insight not only gives you an opportunity to plan strategically, but it can also  provide your 
company with a competitive edge that is certain to catch the eye of your CFO. Only tax technology provides this 
powerful opportunity to validate your results, determine best practices and benchmark against your peers.

A STRONG FOUNDATION FOR THE FUTURE

WITH ONESOURCE, 
YOU CAN:

• Create user-defined
analytics

• Benchmark
against peers

• Analyze trends

• Understand where to
allocate resources

Tube City IMS

ONESOURCE increases our efficiency tremendously every year, 
giving us more time to be strategic and plan for the future, 
including what [tax] technology tool we’ll implement next.
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EXPLORE YOUR OPPORTUNITIES

In a world with ever-changing tax regulations and increasing obligations, the way you embrace 
tax technology will greatly affect and transform your business.  

From standardizing workflow to running analytics, tax technology is what enables you to connect and analyze your data, 
yield faster results, gain business insight and plan for the future. 

Tax technology is the foundation that is with you throughout your “steel-to-structure” journey, supporting you through each step 
of the direct tax lifecycle. So go ahead, take your seat at the table and open up ever-growing possibilities that direct tax  
technology offers you. 

YOUR OPPORTUNITY IS WAITING. 



tax.thomsonreuters.com/onesource/direct-tax

CONTACT INFORMATION
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN YOUR DIRECT TAX 
LIFECYCLE, CONTACT ONE OF OUR TAXOLOGISTS: 

ONESOURCE@thomsonreuters.com

1.888.885.0206

facebook.com/ONESOURCETax

ONESOURCE

SHARE THIS EBOOK WITH COLLEAGUES

@yourONESOURCE
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